California Incident Command Certification System  
2014 Program of Work

NWCG Courses Transition to FEMA
The CICCS TF will work with State Fire Training to insure that the CICCS Qualifications Guide accurately reflects any changes during the NWCG transition to FEMA Courses including I-300/400. CICCS will work with State Fire Training and the CA State Training Office to provide a pathway for State Fire Training instructors to become FEMA instructors.

USFA O-305 Course
There will be an opportunity to enlarge the AHIMT O-305 instructor base in CA to increase the O-305 course offerings. The CICCS TF will work with the CA State Training Officer to develop an application process to develop a pool of people to send to the O-305 Train-the-Trainer offerings.

Law Enforcement and Other Discipline Representation in CICCS
The TF will work with LE and other disciplines to participate in CICCS and to more inclusive of other all-hazard disciplines.

Type 3 Command and General Staff Position Task Books
The CICCS TF will develop the following Type 3 AHIMT Position Task Books:
- IC
- PIO
- SOF
- PSC
- OSC
- LSC
- FSC

Develop a Position Task Books for Operations Branch Director
There is a need to develop a PTB for OPBD with the change in requirements in the CICCS Qualifications Guide.

Make Additions and Corrections to the CICCS Qualifications Guide
There are errors in the qualifications guide that are causing some confusion that will need to be corrected. We will use an errata sheet and put into the FAQ’s. The following are among the revisions:
- S-215 was added to ENGB but left out from the requirements for STL. This has the effect of potentially having ENGB who were already qualified to not have the course. S-215 will be added back to STL.
- I-300 needs to be added to the requirements for all single resource bosses.
- Rewrite the paragraph (in italics) in the requirements for STEN as it is not specific enough.
- Add S-300 back to ICT3
- Remove online S-290 from FEMP and FEMT
- Add S-200 to the Equivalency Guide with the 2010 Matrix language
- Add Command 2E back to equivalency with S-300
- Add examples of qualifying exercises to the CICCS Qualifications Guide Appendices
• Add PACE V process to Qualifications Guide to memorialize process.

Complete the 2014 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ’s)

Create a Committee to revisit Single Resource Boss Positions
The TF will either appoint an ad hoc committee to compare and contrast the curriculum options, and/or have a conference call or meeting to flush out the details and upgrade our guiding documents to reflect this new course, as appropriate.

Priority Trainees
Work with CALFIRE and Federal Agencies in making their business practices more transparent on trainee opportunities.

CICCS Qualifications Guide Position Flow Chart
Add a position chart to the Qualifications Guide as an appendix.

Complete Historical Recognition Processes for NIMS Position Specific Training and AHIMT Type 3 Command and General Staff Position.

Complete all 2014 CICCS Qualifications Guide documents and appendices and post to website.

CICCS TF members attend Peer Review Committee meetings, serve as a resource for various local and statewide committees on CICCS and work on methods and ideas to enhance CICCS.